Introduction {#s1}
============

Theories of nucleus accumbens (NAc) function generally agree that this brain structure contributes to motivated behaviour, with some emphasizing a role in learning from reward prediction errors (RPEs) ([@bib5]; [@bib50]; [@bib56]; [@bib60]; [@bib64]; [@bib86]; see also the addiction literature on effects of drug rewards; [@bib13]; [@bib47]; [@bib53]), and others a role in the modulation of on-going behaviour through stimuli associated with motivationally relevant outcomes (invigorating, directing; [@bib31]; [@bib72]; [@bib82]). These proposals echo similar ideas on the functions of the neuromodulator dopamine ([@bib9]; [@bib64]; [@bib82]; [@bib86]), with which the NAc is tightly linked functionally as well as anatomically ([@bib17]; [@bib26]; [@bib48]; [@bib97]).

Much of our understanding of NAc function comes from studies of how cues that predict motivationally relevant outcomes (e.g. reward) influence behaviour and neural activity in the NAc. Task designs that associate such cues with rewarding outcomes provide a convenient access point, eliciting conditioned responses such as sign-tracking and goal-tracking ([@bib42]; [@bib78]), Pavlovian-instrumental transfer ([@bib27]; [@bib77]) and enhanced response vigor ([@bib72]; [@bib73]), which tend to be affected by NAc manipulations ([@bib14]; [@bib20]; [@bib29]; although not always straightforwardly; [@bib15]; [@bib33]). Similarly, analysis of RPEs typically proceeds by establishing an association between a cue and subsequent reward, with NAc responses transferring from outcome to the cue with learning ([@bib24]; [@bib80]; [@bib85]; [@bib88]).

Surprisingly, although substantial work has been done on the coding of outcomes predicted by such cues ([@bib4]; [@bib10]; [@bib19]; [@bib22]; [@bib23]; [@bib35]; [@bib41]; [@bib45]; [@bib57]; [@bib68]; [@bib71]; [@bib79]; [@bib80]; [@bib81]; [@bib88]; [@bib94]; [@bib84]; [@bib100]), much less is known about how outcome-predictive cues themselves are encoded in the NAc (but see; [@bib92]). This is an important issue for at least two reasons. First, in reinforcement learning, motivationally relevant outcomes are typically temporally delayed relative to the cues that predict them. In order to solve the problem of assigning credit (or blame) across such temporal gaps, some trace of preceding activity needs to be maintained ([@bib60]; [@bib95]). For example, if you become ill after eating food X in restaurant A, depending on if you remember the identity of the restaurant or the food at the time of illness, you may learn to avoid all restaurants, restaurant A only, food X only, or the specific pairing of X-in-A. Therefore, a complete understanding of what is learned following feedback requires understanding what 'trace' is maintained. Since NAc is a primary target of dopamine signals interpretable as RPEs, and NAc lesions impair RPEs related to timing, its activity trace will help determine what can be learned when RPEs arrive ([@bib39]; [@bib40]; [@bib48]; [@bib67]; [@bib97]). Similarly, in a neuroeconomic framework, NAc is thought to represent a domain-general subjective value signal for different offers ([@bib76]; [@bib61]; [@bib7]; [@bib87]); having a representation of the offer itself alongside this value signal would provide a potential neural substrate for updating offer value.

Second, for on-going behaviour, the relevance of cues typically depends on 'context'. In experimental settings, context may include the identity of a preceding cue, spatial or configural arrangements ([@bib11]; [@bib44]; [@bib46]), and unsignaled rule changes, as occurs in set shifting and other cognitive control tasks ([@bib18]; [@bib30]; [@bib38]; [@bib92]). In such situations, the question arises how selective, context-dependent processing of outcome-predictive cues is implemented. For instance, is there a 'gate' prior to NAc such that only currently relevant cues are encoded in NAc, or are all cues represented in NAc but their current values dynamically updated ([@bib28]; [@bib36]; [@bib92])? Representation of cue identity would allow for context-dependent mapping of outcomes predicted by specific cues.

Thus, both from a learning and a flexible performance perspective, it is of interest to determine how cue identity is represented in the brain, with NAc of particular interest given its anatomical and functional position at the centre of motivational systems. We sought to determine whether cue identity is represented in the NAc, if cue identity is represented alongside other motivationally relevant variables, such as cue outcome, and if these representations are maintained after a behavioural decision has been made (see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} for a schematic representation of the specific hypotheses tested). To address these questions, we recorded the activity of NAc units as rats performed a task in which multiple, distinct sets of cues predicted the same outcome.

![Schematic of hypothetical coding scenarios for cue feature coding employed by single units in the NAc across different cue features (**A**) and phases of a trial (**B**).\
(**A**) Schematic peri-event time histograms (PETHs) illustrating putative responses to different cues under different hypotheses of how cue identity (light, sound; L, S) and outcome (reward-available, reward-unavailable; +, -) are coded. Left panel: Coding of identity is absent in the NAc. Top: Unit A encodes a motivationally relevant variable, such as expected outcome, similarly across other cue features, such as identity or physical location. Hypothetical plot is firing rate across time. L1+ (red) signifies a reward-available light cue, S1+ (navy blue) a reward-available sound cue, L2- (green) a reward-unavailable light cue, S2- (light blue) a reward-unavailable sound cue. Dashed line indicates onset of cue. Bottom: No units within the NAc discriminate their firing according to cue identity. Middle panel: Coding of identity occurs in a separate population of units from coding of other cue features such as expected outcome or physical location. Top: Same as left panel, with unit A discriminating between reward-available and reward-unavailable cues. Bottom: Unit B discriminates firing across stimulus modalities, depicted here as firing to light cues but not sound cues. Note lack of coding overlap in both units. Right panel: Coding of identity occurs in an overlapping population of cells with coding of other motivationally relevant variables. Hypothetical example demonstrating a unit that responds to reward-available cues, but firing rate is also modulated by the stimulus modality of the cue, firing most for the reward-available light cue. (**B**) Schematic PETHs illustrating potential ways in which identity coding may persist over time. Left panel: Cue-onset triggers a transient response to a unit that codes for cue identity. Dashed lines indicate time of a behavioural or environmental event. \'Cue-ON' signifies cue-onset, \'NP' signifies nosepoke at a reward receptacle, \'Out' signifies when the outcome is revealed, \'OFF' signifies cue-offset. Middle and right panel: Identity coding persists at other time points, shown here during a nosepoke hold period until outcome is revealed. Coding can either be maintained by a sequence of units (middle panel) or by the same unit as during cue-onset (right panel). (**C**) Schematic pool of NAc units, illustrating different analysis outcomes that discriminate between hypotheses. *R* values represent the correlation between sets of recoded regression coefficients (see text for analysis details). Left panel: Cue identity is not coded (A: left panel), or is only transiently represented in response to the cue (B: left panel). Middle panel: Negative correlation (r \< 0) suggests that identity and outcome coding are represented by separate populations of units (A: middle panel), or identity coding is represented by distinct units across different points in a trial (B: middle panel). Red circles represents coding for one cue feature or point in time, blue circles for the other cue feature or point in time. Right panel: Identity and outcome coding (A: right panel), or identity coding at cue-onset and nosepoke (B: right panel) are represented by overlapping populations of units, shown here by the purple circles. The absence of a correlation (r = 0) suggests that the overlap of identity and outcome coding, or identity coding at cue-onset and nosepoke, is expected by chance and that the two cue features, or points in time, are coded by overlapping but independent populations from one another. A positive correlation (r \> 0) implies a higher overlap than expected by chance, suggesting coding by a joint population. Note: The same logic applies to other aspects of the environment when the cue is presented, such as the physical location of the cue, as well as other time epochs within the task, such as when the animal receives feedback about an approach.](elife-37275-fig1){#fig1}

Results {#s2}
=======

Behaviour {#s2-1}
---------

Rats were trained to discriminate between cues signalling the availability and absence of reward on a square track with four identical arms for two distinct set of cues ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). During each session, rats were presented sequentially with two behavioural blocks containing cues from different sensory modalities, a light and a sound block, with each block containing a cue that signalled the availability of reward (reward-available), and a cue that signalled the absence of reward (reward-unavailable). To maximize reward receipt, rats should approach reward sites on reward-available trials, and skip reward sites on reward-unavailable trials (see [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} for an example learning curve). All four rats learned to discriminate between the reward-available and reward-unavailable cues for both the light and sound blocks as determined by reaching significance (p \< .05) on a daily chi-square test comparing approach behaviour for reward-available and reward-unavailable cues for each block, for at least three consecutive days (range for time to criterion: 22--57 days). Maintenance of behavioural performance during recording sessions was assessed using linear mixed effects models for proportion of trials where the rat approached the receptacle. Analyses revealed that the likelihood of a rat to make an approach was influenced by whether a reward-available or reward-unavailable cue was presented, but was not significantly modulated by whether the rat was presented with a light or sound cue (Percentage approached: light reward-available = 97%; light reward-unavailable = 34%; sound reward-available = 91%; sound reward-unavailable = 35%; cue identity p = .115; cue outcome p \< .001; [Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Additional analyses separated each block into two halves to assess possible within session learning. Adding block half into the model did not improve prediction of behavioural performance (p = .86), arguing against within-session learning. Thus, rats successfully discriminated the cues according to whether or not they signalled the availability of reward at the reward receptacle.

![Schematic and performance of the behavioural task.\
(**A**) Apparatus was a square track consisting of multiple identical T-choice points. At each choice point, the availability of 12% sucrose reward at the nearest reward receptacle (light blue fill) was signalled by one of four possible cues, presented when the rat initiated a trial by crossing a photobeam on the track (dashed lines). Photobeams at the ends of the arms by the receptacles registered nosepokes. Arrows outside of track indicate correct running direction. Left: light block showing an example trajectory for a correct reward-available (approach trial; red) and reward-unavailable (skip trial; green) trial. Rectangular boxes with yellow fill indicate location of LEDs used for light cues. Right: sound block with a correct reward-available (approach trial; navy blue) and reward-unavailable (skip trial; light blue) trial. Speakers for sound cues were placed underneath the choice points, indicated by magenta speaker icons. Ordering of the light and sound blocks was counterbalanced across sessions. Reward-available and reward-unavailable cues were presented pseudo-randomly, such that not more than two of the same type of cue could be presented in a row. Location of the cue on the track was irrelevant for behaviour, all cue locations contained an equal amount of reward-available and reward-unavailable trials. (**B-C**) Performance on the behavioural task. B. Example learning curves across sessions from a single subject (R060) showing the proportion of trials approached for reward-available (red line for light block, navy blue line for sound block) and reward-unavailable trials (green line for light block, light blue line for sound block) for light (top) and sound (bottom) blocks. Fully correct performance corresponds to an approach proportion of 1 for reward-available trials and 0 for reward-unavailable trials. Rats initially approach on both reward-available and reward-unavailable trials, and learn with experience to skip reward-unavailable trials. Red bars indicate days in which a rat statistically discriminated between reward-available and reward-unavailable cues, determined by a chi square test. Dashed line indicates time of electrode implant surgery. (**C**) Proportion of trials approached for each cue, averaged across all recording sessions and shown for each rat. Different columns indicate the different cues (reward-available (red) and reward-unavailable (green) light cues, reward-available (navy blue) and reward-unavailable (light blue) sound cues). Different symbols correspond to individual subjects; horizontal black line shows the mean. All rats learned to discriminate between reward-available and reward-unavailable cues, as indicated by the clear difference of proportion approached between reward-available ($\sim$90% approached) and reward-unavailable cues ($\sim$30% approached), for both blocks (see Results for statistics).](elife-37275-fig2){#fig2}

NAc encodes behaviourally relevant and irrelevant cue features {#s2-2}
--------------------------------------------------------------

We sought to address which parameters of our task were encoded by NAc activity, specifically whether the NAc encodes aspects of motivationally relevant cues not directly tied to reward, such as the identity and location of the cue, and whether this coding is accomplished by separate or overlapping populations ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We recorded a total of 443 units with \> 200 spikes in the NAc from 4 rats over 57 sessions ([Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}; range: 12 -- 18 sessions per rat) while they performed a cue discrimination task ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Units that exhibited a drift in firing rate over the course of either block, as measured by a Mann-Whitney U test comparing firing rates for the first and second half of trials within a block, were excluded from further analysis, leaving 344 units for further analysis. The activity of 133 (39%) of these 344 units were modulated by the cue, as determined by comparing 1 s pre- and post-cue activity with a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, with more showing a decrease in firing (n = 103) than an increase (n = 30) around the time of cue-onset ([Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}). Within this group, 24 were classified as putative fast spiking interneurons (FSIs), while 109 were classified as putative medium spiny neurons (MSNs). Upon visual inspection, we observed several patterns of firing activity, including units that discriminated firing upon cue-onset across various cue conditions, showed sustained differences in firing across cue conditions, had transient responses to the cue, showed a ramping of activity starting at cue-onset, and showed elevated activity immediately preceding cue-onset ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Examples of cue-modulated NAc units influenced by different task parameters.\
(**A**) Example of a cue-modulated NAc unit that showed an increase in firing following the cue, and exhibited identity coding. Top: raster plot showing the spiking activity across all trials aligned to cue-onset. Spikes across trials are colour-coded according to cue type (red: reward-available light; green: reward-unavailable light; navy blue: reward-available sound; light blue: reward-unavailable sound). Green and magenta bars indicate trial termination when a rat initiated the next trial or made a nosepoke, respectively. White space halfway up the raster plot indicates switching from one block to the next. Dashed line indicates cue-onset. Bottom: PETHs showing the average smoothed firing rate for the unit for trials during light (red) and sound (blue) blocks, aligned to cue-onset. Lightly shaded area indicates standard error of the mean. Note this unit showed a larger increase in firing to sound cues. (**B**) An example of a unit that was responsive to cue identity as in A, but for a unit that showed a decrease in firing to the cue. Note the sustained higher firing rate during the light block. (**C-D**) Cue-modulated units that exhibited location coding. Each colour in the PETHs represents average firing response for a different cue location. (**C**) The firing rate of this unit only changed on arm 3 of the task. (**D**) Firing rate decreased for this unit on all arms but arm 4. (**E-F**) Cue-modulated units that exhibited outcome coding, with the PETHs comparing reward-available (red) and reward-unavailable (green) trials. (**E**) This unit showed a slightly higher response during presentation of reward-available cues. (**F**) This unit showed a dip in firing when presented with reward-available cues. (**G-H**) Examples of cue-modulated units that encoded multiple cue features. (**G**) This unit showed both identity and outcome coding. (**H**) An example of a unit that coded for both identity and location.](elife-37275-fig3){#fig3}
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###### Overview of recorded NAc units and their relationship to task variables at various time epochs.

Percentage is relative to the number of cue-modulated units (n = 133).

  Task parameter               Total      $\uparrow$ MSN   $\downarrow$ MSN   $\uparrow$ FSI   $\downarrow$ FSI
  ---------------------------- ---------- ---------------- ------------------ ---------------- ------------------
  All units                    443        155              216                27               45
  *Rat ID*                                                                                     
  R053                         145        51               79                 4                11
  R056                         70         12               13                 17               28
  R057                         136        55               75                 3                3
  R060                         92         37               49                 3                3
  Analysed units               344        117              175                18               34
  Cue modulated units          133        24               85                 6                18
  *GLM aligned to cue-onset*                                                                   
  Cue identity                 42 (32%)   9 (38%)          25 (29%)           0 (-)            8 (44%)
  Cue location                 55 (41%)   11 (46%)         33 (39%)           3 (50%)          8 (44%)
  Cue outcome                  26 (20%)   5 (21%)          15 (18%)           1 (17%)          5 (28%)
  Approach behaviour           32 (24%)   8 (33%)          19 (22%)           2 (33%)          3 (17%)
  Trial length                 22 (17%)   5 (21%)          14 (16%)           0 (-)            3 (17%)
  Trial number                 42 (32%)   11 (46%)         20 (24%)           1 (17%)          10 (56%)
  Trial history                8 (6%)     1 (4%)           5 (6%)             0 (-)            1 (6%)
  *GLM aligned to nosepoke*                                                                    
  Cue identity                 28 (21%)   3 (13%)          17 (20%)           2 (33%)          6 (33%)
  Cue location                 30 (23%)   2 (8%)           21 (25%)           2 (33%)          5 (28%)
  Cue outcome                  23 (17%)   2 (8%)           14 (16%)           1 (17%)          6 (33%)
  *GLM aligned to outcome*                                                                     
  Cue identity                 25 (19%)   4 (17%)          15 (18%)           2 (33%)          4 (22%)
  Cue location                 31 (23%)   5 (21%)          23 (27%)           0 (-)            3 (17%)
  Cue outcome                  34 (26%)   6 (25%)          15 (18%)           4 (67%)          9 (50%)

To characterize more formally whether these cue-modulated responses were influenced by various aspects of the task, we fit a sliding window generalized linear model (GLM) to the firing rate of each cue-modulated unit surrounding cue-onset, using a forward selection stepwise procedure for variable selection, a bin size of 500 ms for firing rate and a step size of 100 ms for the sliding window. Fitting GLMs to all trials within a session revealed that a variety of task parameters accounted for a significant portion of firing rate variance in NAc cue-modulated units ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}). Notably, a significant proportion of units discriminated between the light and sound block (*identity coding*: \~32% of cue-modulated units, accounting for \~5% of firing rate variance) or the arms of the apparatus (*location coding*: \~41% of cue-modulated units, accounting for \~4% of firing rate variance) throughout the entire window surrounding cue-onset. Additionally, a substantial proportion of units discriminating between the common portion of reward-available and reward-unavailable trials (*outcome coding*: \~20% of cue-modulated units, accounting for \~4% of firing rate variance) was not observed until after the onset of the cue (z-score \> 1.96 when comparing observed proportion of units to a shuffled distribution obtained when shuffling the firing rates of each unit across trials before running the GLM). Furthermore, our variable selection method ensured that the observed coding was not due to potential confounds from other task variables, such as behavioural response at the choice point (*approach behaviour*; left vs. right), variability in response vigor (*trial length*; see [@bib68]), drift due to the passage of time (*trial number*), and the pseudorandom nature of cue presentation (*trial history*). In addition to accounting for firing rate variance explained due to whether the rat turned left or right, we ran our cue-onset GLM using only approach trials, and found a similar proportion of outcome coding units (34 units; \~26% of cue-modulated units), providing further support that these units were coding the expected outcome of the cue. Taken together, these results from the GLMs suggest that the NAc encodes features of outcome-predictive cues in addition to expected outcome.

![Summary of influence of cue features on cue-modulated NAc units at time points surrounding cue-onset.\
(**A**) Sliding window GLM (bin size: 500 ms; step size: 100 ms) demonstrating the proportion of cue-modulated units where cue identity (blue solid line), location (red solid line), and outcome (green solid line) significantly contributed to the model at various time epochs relative to cue-onset. Dashed coloured lines indicate the average of shuffling the firing rate order that went into the GLM 100 times. Error bars indicate 1.96 standard deviations from the shuffled mean. Solid lines at the bottom indicate when the proportion of units observed was greater than the shuffled distribution (z-score \> 1.96). Points in between the two vertical dashed lines indicate bins where both pre- and post-cue-onset time periods were used in the GLM. (**B**) Sliding window LDA (bin size: 500 ms; step size: 100 ms) demonstrating the classification rate for cue identity (blue solid line), location (red solid line), and outcome (green solid line) using a pseudoensemble consisting of the 133 cue-modulated units. Dashed coloured lines indicate the average of shuffling the firing rate order that went into the cross-validated LDA 100 times. Solid lines at the bottom indicate when the classifier performance greater than the shuffled distribution (z-score \> 1.96). Points in between the two vertical dashed lines indicate bins where both pre- and post-cue-onset time periods were used in the classifier. (**C-D**) Correlation matrices testing the presence and overlap of cue feature coding at cue-onset. (**C**) Schematic outlining the possible outcomes for coding across cue features at cue-onset, generated by correlating the recoded beta coefficients from the GLMs and comparing to a shuffled distribution (see text for analysis details). Top left: coding is not present, therefore no comparison is possible. Top right: cue features are coded by separate populations of units. Displayed is a correlation matrix with each of the nine blocks representing correlations for two cue features across the post-cue-onset time bins from the sliding window GLM, with green representing positive correlations (r \> 0), pink representing negative correlations (r \< 0), and white representing no correlation (r = 0). X- and y-axis have the same axis labels, therefore the diagonal represents the correlation of a cue feature against itself at that particular time point (r = 1). Here the large amount of pink in the off-diagonal elements suggests that coding of cue features occur separately from one another. Bottom left: Coding of cue features occurs in overlapping but independent populations of units, shown here by the abundance of white and relative lack of green and pink in the off-diagonal elements. Bottom right: Coding of cue features occurs in a joint (correlated) overlapping population, shown here by the large amount of green in the off-diagonal elements. (**D**) Correlation matrix showing the correlation among cue identity, location, and outcome coding surrounding cue-onset. The window of GLMs used in each block is from cue-onset to the 500 ms window post-cue-onset, in 100 ms steps. Each individual value is for a sliding window GLM within that range, with the scale bar contextualizing step size. Colour bar displays relationship between correlation value and colour. Coloured square borders around each block indicate the result of a comparison of the mean correlation of a block to a shuffled distribution, with pink indicating separate populations (z-score \< −1.96), grey indicating overlapping but independent populations, and green indicating joint overlapping populations (z-score \> 1.96).](elife-37275-fig4){#fig4}

To assess what information may be encoded at the population level, we trained a classifier on a pseudoensemble of the 133 cue-modulated units ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, we used the firing rate of each unit for each trial as an observation, and different cue conditions as trial labels (e.g. light block, sound block). A linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier with 10-fold cross-validation could correctly predict a trial above chance levels for the identity and location of a cue across all time points surrounding cue-onset (z-score \> 1.96 when comparing classification accuracy of data versus a shuffled distribution), whereas the ability to predict whether a trial was reward-available or reward-unavailable (outcome coding) was not significantly higher than the shuffled distribution for the time point containing 500 ms of pre-cue firing rate, and increased gradually as a trial progressed, providing evidence that cue information is also present at the pseudoensemble level.

To quantify the overlap of cue feature coding we correlated recoded beta coefficients from the GLMs, assigning a value of '1' if a cue feature was a significant predictor for that unit and '0' if not, and calculated a z-score comparing the mean of the obtained correlations to the mean and standard deviation of a shuffled distribution, generated by shuffling the unit ordering within an array ([Figures 1A,C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [4C,D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This revealed that identity was coded independently from outcome (mean r = .01, z-score = 0.81), and by a joint population with location (mean r = .10, z-score = 6.61), while location and outcome were coded by a joint population of units (mean r = .12, z-score = 8.07). Together, these findings show that various cue features are represented in the NAc at both the single-unit and pseudoensemble level, with location being coded by joint populations with identity and outcome, but that identity is coded independently from outcome.

NAc population activity distinguishes all task phases {#s2-3}
-----------------------------------------------------

Next, we sought to determine how coding of cue features evolved over time. Two main possibilities can be distinguished ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}); a unit coding for a feature such as cue identity could remain persistently active, or a progression of distinct units could activate in sequence. To visualize the distribution of responses throughout our task space and test if this distribution is modulated by cue features, we z-scored the firing rate of each unit, plotted the normalized firing rates of all units aligned to cue-onset, and sorted them according to the time of peak firing rate ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). We did this separately for both the light and sound blocks, and found a nearly uniform distribution of firing fields in task space that was not limited to alignment to the cue ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, to determine if this population level activity was similar across blocks, we also organized firing during the sound blocks according to the ordering derived from the light blocks. This revealed that while there was some preservation of order, the overall firing was qualitatively different across the two blocks, implying that population activity distinguishes between light and sound blocks.

![Distribution of NAc firing rates across time surrounding cue-onset.\
Each panel shows normalized (z-score) peak firing rates for all recorded NAc units (each row corresponds to one unit) as a function of time (time 0 indicates cue-onset), averaged across all trials for a specific cue type, indicated by text labels. (**A**) left: Heat plot showing smoothed normalized firing activity of all recorded NAc units ordered according to the time of their peak firing rate during the light block. Each row is a unit's average activity across time to the light block. Dashed line indicates cue-onset. Notice the yellow band across time, indicating all aspects of visualized task space were captured by the peak firing rates of various units. (**A**) middle: Same units ordered according to the time of the peak firing rate during the sound block. Note that for both blocks, units tile time approximately uniformly with a clear diagonal of elevated firing rates. (**A**) right: Unit firing rates taken from the sound block, ordered according to peak firing rate taken from the light block. Note that a weaker but still discernible diagonal persists, indicating partial similarity between firing rates in the two blocks. Colour bar displays relationship between z-score and colour. (**B**) Same layout as in A, except that the panels now compare two different locations on the track instead of two cue modalities. As for the different cue modalities, NAc units clearly discriminate between locations, but also maintain some similarity across locations, as evident from the visible diagonal in the right panel. Two example locations were used for display purposes; other location pairs showed a similar pattern. (**C**) Same layout as in A, except that panels now compare reward-available and reward-unavailable trials. Overall, NAc units coded experience on the task, as opposed to being confined to specific task events only. Units from all sessions and animals were pooled for this analysis.](elife-37275-fig5){#fig5}

To control for the possibility that any comparison of trials would produce this effect, we divided each block into two halves and looked at the correlation of the average smoothed firing rates across various combinations of these halves across our cue-onset centered epoch to see if the across-block comparisons were less correlated than the within-block correlations. A linear mixed effects model revealed that within-block correlations (e.g. one half of light trials vs other half of light trials) were higher and more similar than across-block correlations (e.g. half of light trials vs half of sound trials) suggesting that activity in the NAc discriminates across light and sound blocks (mean within-block correlation = 0.38; mean across-block correlation = 0.34; p \< .001). This process was repeated for cue location ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; mean within-block correlation = 0.36; mean across-block correlation = 0.29; p \< .001) and cue outcome ([Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; mean within-block correlation = 0.35; mean across-block correlation = 0.25; p \< .001). Additionally, given that the majority of our units showed an inhibitory response to the cue, we also plotted the firing rates according to the lowest time in firing, and again found some maintenance of order, but largely different ordering across the two blocks ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these results illustrate that NAc coding of task space was not confined to salient events such as cue-onset, but was approximately uniformly distributed throughout the task.

NAc encoding of cue features persists until outcome {#s2-4}
---------------------------------------------------

In order to be useful for credit assignment in reinforcement learning, a trace of the cue must be maintained until the outcome, so that information about the outcome can be associated with the outcome-predictive cue ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Investigation into the post-approach period during nosepoke revealed units that discriminated various cue features, with some units showing discriminative activity at both cue-onset and nosepoke ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 6---figure supplement 1](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 6---figure supplement 2](#fig6s2){ref-type="fig"}). To quantitatively test whether representations of cue features persisted post-approach until the outcome was revealed, we fit sliding window GLMs to the post-approach firing rates of cue-modulated units aligned to both the time of nosepoke into the reward receptacle, and after the outcome was revealed ([Figure 7A,B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 7---figure supplement 1A--D](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}). This analysis showed that a variety of units discriminated firing according to cue identity (\~20% of cue-modulated units) location (\~25% of cue-modulated units), and outcome (\~25% of cue-modulated units), but not other task parameters, showing that NAc activity discriminates various cue conditions well into a trial.

![Examples of cue-modulated NAc units influenced by cue features at time of nosepoke.\
(**A**) Example of a cue-modulated NAc unit that exhibited identity coding at both cue-onset and during subsequent nosepoke hold. Top: raster plot showing the spiking activity across all trials aligned to nosepoke. Spikes across trials are colour coded according to cue type (red: reward-available light; green: reward-unavailable light; navy blue: reward-available sound; light blue: reward-unavailable sound). White space halfway up the raster plot indicates switching from one block to the next. Black dashed line indicates nosepoke. Red dashed line indicates receipt of outcome. Bottom: PETHs showing the average smoothed firing rate for the unit for trials during light (red) and sound (blue) blocks, aligned to nosepoke. Lightly shaded area indicates standard error of the mean. Note this unit showed a sustained increase in firing to sound cues during the trial. (**B**) An example of a unit that was responsive to cue identity at time of nosepoke but not cue-onset. (**C-D**) Cue-modulated units that exhibited location coding, at both cue-onset and nosepoke (**C**), and only nosepoke (**D**). Each colour in the PETHs represents average firing response for a different cue location. (**E-F**) Cue-modulated units that exhibited outcome coding, at both cue-onset and nosepoke (**E**), and only nosepoke (**F**), with the PETHs comparing reward-available (red) and reward-unavailable (green) trials.](elife-37275-fig6){#fig6}

![Summary of influence of cue features on cue-modulated NAc units at time points surrounding nosepoke and subsequent receipt of outcome.\
(**A-B**) Sliding window GLM illustrating the proportion of cue-modulated units influenced by various predictors around time of nosepoke (**A**), and outcome (**B**). (**A**) Sliding window GLM (bin size: 500 ms; step size: 100 ms) demonstrating the proportion of cue-modulated units where cue identity (blue solid line), location (red solid line), and outcome (green solid line) significantly contributed to the model at various time epochs relative to when the rat made a nosepoke. Dashed coloured lines indicate the average of shuffling the firing rate order that went into the GLM 100 times. Error bars indicate 1.96 standard deviations from the shuffled mean. Solid lines at the bottom indicate when the proportion of units observed was greater than the shuffled distribution (z-score \> 1.96). Points in between the two vertical dashed lines indicate bins where both pre- and post-cue-onset time periods were used in the GLM. (**B**) Same as A, but for time epochs relative to receipt of outcome after the rat got feedback about his approach. (**C-F**) Correlation matrices testing the persistence of cue feature coding across points in time. (**C**) Schematic outlining the possible outcomes for coding of a cue feature across various points in a trial, generated by correlating the recoded beta coefficients from the GLMs and comparing to a shuffled distribution (see text for analysis details). Top left: coding is not present, therefore no comparison is possible. Top right: a cue feature is coded by separate populations of units across time. Displayed is a correlation matrix with each of the nine blocks representing correlations for a cue feature across time bins for two task events from the sliding window GLM, with green representing positive correlations (r \> 0), pink negative correlations (r \< 0), and white representing significant correlation (r = 0). X- and y-axis have the same axis labels, therefore the diagonal represents the correlation of cue feature against itself at that particular time point (r = 1). Here the large amount of pink in the off-diagonal elements suggests that coding of a cue feature is accomplished by separate populations of units across time. Bottom left: Coding of a cue feature across time occurs in overlapping but independent populations of units, shown here by the abundance of white and relative lack of green and pink in the off-diagonal elements. Bottom right: Coding of a cue feature across time occurs in a joint overlapping population, shown here by the large amount of green in the off-diagonal elements. (**D**) Correlation matrix showing the correlation of units that exhibited identity coding across time points after cue-onset, nosepoke, and outcome receipt. The window of GLMs used in each block is from the onset of the task phase to the 500 ms window post-onset, in 100 ms steps. Each individual value is for a sliding window GLM within that range, with the scale bar contextualizing step size. Colour bar displays relationship between correlation value and colour. Coloured square borders around each block indicate the result of a comparison of the mean correlation of a block to a shuffled distribution, with pink indicating separate populations (z-score \< −1.96), grey indicating overlapping but independent populations, and green indicating joint overlapping populations (z-score \> 1.96). (**E-F**) Same as D, but for location and outcome coding, respectively.](elife-37275-fig7){#fig7}

To determine whether NAc representations of cue features at nosepoke and outcome were encoded by a similar pool of units as during cue-onset, we correlated recoded beta coefficients from the GLMs for a cue feature across time points in the task, and compared the obtained correlations to correlations generated by shuffling unit ordering within a recoded array ([Figures 1B,C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [7C--F](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This revealed that identity coding was accomplished by a joint population across all three task events (cue-onset and nosepoke: mean r = .05, z-score = 3.47; cue-onset and outcome: mean r = .08, z-score = 5.55; nosepoke and outcome: mean r = .15, z-score = 10.91). Applying this same analysis for cue location revealed a similar pattern for location coding (cue-onset and nosepoke: mean r $=$ .06, z-score $=$ 4.15; cue-onset and outcome: mean r = .09, z-score = 6.40; nosepoke and outcome: mean r = .20, z-score = 14.29). However, outcome coding at cue-onset was separate from coding at nosepoke (mean r = −0.04, z-score = −3.10), and independent from coding at outcome (mean r $=$ .03, z-score $=$ 1.65), while joint coding was observed between nosepoke and outcome (mean r = .15, z-score = 9.74). Together, these findings show that the NAc maintains representations of cue identity and location by a joint overlapping population throughout a trial, while separate populations of units encode cue outcome before and after a behavioural decision has been made.

To assess overlap among cue features at nosepoke and outcome receipt, we applied the same recoded coefficient analysis ([Figure 7---figure supplement 1E,F](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}). This revealed joint coding of cue features at the time of nosepoke (cue identity and location: mean r = .12, z-score = 8.26; cue identity and outcome: mean r = .05, z-score = 3.65; cue location and outcome: mean r = .10, z-score = 6.60); while at outcome, identity was coded by a joint population with both location (mean r = .09, z-score = 5.58), and outcome (mean r = .04, z-score = 2.93), and location and outcome were coded by an independent population of units (mean r = .00, z-score = 0.28).

To assess the distributed coding of units for task space around outcome receipt, we aligned normalized peak firing rates to nosepoke onset ([Figure 7---figure supplement 2](#fig7s2){ref-type="fig"}). This revealed a clustering of responses around outcome receipt for all cue conditions where the rat would have received reward, in addition to the same pattern of higher within- vs across-block correlations for cue identity ([Figure 7---figure supplement 2A,C](#fig7s2){ref-type="fig"}; mean within-block correlation = 0.55; mean across-block correlation = 0.48; p \< .001), cue location ([Figure 7---figure supplement 2B,E](#fig7s2){ref-type="fig"}; mean within-block correlation = 0.47; mean across-block correlation = 0.41; p \< .001), and cue outcome ([Figure 7---figure supplement 2C,F](#fig7s2){ref-type="fig"}; mean within-block correlation = 0.51; mean across-block correlation = 0.41; p \< .001), further reinforcing that NAc activity distinguishes all task phases.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

The main result of the present study is that NAc units encode not only the expected outcome of outcome-predictive cues, but also the identity of such cues ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The population of units that coded for cue identity was statistically independent from the population coding for expected outcome at cue-onset (i.e. overlap as expected from chance), while a joint overlapping population coded for identity and outcome at both nosepoke and outcome receipt (i.e. overlap greater than that expected from chance, [Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, this identity coding was maintained on approach trials by a similar population of units both during a delay period where the rat held a nosepoke until the outcome was received, and immediately after outcome receipt ([Figure 1B,C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Cue identity information was also present at the population level, as indicated by high classification performance based on pseudoensembles. More generally, NAc unit activity profiles were not limited to salient task events such as the cue, nosepoke and outcome, but were distributed more uniformly throughout the task. This temporally distributed activity differed systematically between cue identities, expected outcomes and locations. We discuss these observations and their implications below.

Identity coding {#s3-1}
---------------

Our finding that NAc units can discriminate between different outcome-predictive stimuli with similar motivational significance (i.e. encode cue identity) expands upon an extensive rodent literature examining NAc correlates of conditioned stimuli ([@bib2]; [@bib4]; [@bib10]; [@bib19]; [@bib23]; [@bib25]; [@bib35]; [@bib49]; [@bib57]; [@bib68]; [@bib71]; [@bib79]; [@bib80]; [@bib81]; [@bib88]; [@bib94]; [@bib100]; [@bib102]). Perhaps the most comparable work in rodents comes from a study that found a subset of NAc units that modulated their firing for an odor when it predicted distinct but equally valued rewards ([@bib19]). The present study is complementary to such *outcome identity* coding, in showing that NAc units encode *cue identity* in addition to the reward it predicts ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). [@bib88] paired two distinct odor cues with appetitive and aversive odor cues respectively in a Go/NoGo task, such that cue identity and cue outcome were linked. Although reversal sessions were run that uncoupled identity and outcome, the resulting changes in reinforcement history and behavioural performance precluded a clear test of cue identity coding. Thus, our study is distinct in asking how different cues encoding the same anticipated outcome are encoded. Our results suggest that the NAc dissociates cue identity representations at multiple levels of analysis (e.g. single-unit and population) even when the motivational significance of these stimuli is identical. Viewed within the neuroeconomic framework of decision making, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have found support for NAc representations of *offer value*, a domain-general common currency signal that enables comparison of different attributes such as reward identity, effort, and temporal proximity ([@bib7]; [@bib61]; [@bib76]; [@bib87]). Our study adds to a growing body of electrophysiological research that suggests the view of the NAc as a value centre, while informative and capturing major aspects of NAc processing, neglects additional contributions of NAc to learning and decision making such as the offer (cue) identity signal reported here.

Our analyses were designed to eliminate several potential alternative interpretations to cue identity coding. Because the different cues were separated into different blocks, units that discriminated between cue identities could instead be encoding time or other slowly-changing quantities. We excluded this possible confound by excluding units that showed a drift in firing between the first and second half within a block. Additionally, we included time as a nuisance variable in our GLMs, to exclude firing rate variance in the remaining units that could be attributed to this confound. Furthermore, we found that the temporally evolving firing rate throughout a trial was more strongly correlated within a block than across blocks. However, the possibility remains that instead of, or in addition to, stimulus identity, these units encode a preferred context, or even a macro-scale representation of progress through the session. Indeed, encoding of the current strategy could be an explanation for the presence of pre-cue identity coding ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), as well as for the differential distributed coding of task structure across blocks observed in the current study ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

An overall limitation of the current study is that rats were never presented with both sets of cues simultaneously, and were not required to switch strategies between multiple sets of cues (this was attempted in behavioural pilots, but animals took several days of training to successfully switch strategies). Additionally, our recordings were done during performance on the well-learned behaviour, and not during the initial acquisition of the cue-outcome relationships when an eligibility trace would be most useful. Thus, it is unknown to what extent the cue identity encoding we observed is behaviourally relevant, although extrapolating data from other work ([@bib92]) suggests that cue identity coding would be modulated by relevance. Furthermore, NAc core lesions have been shown to impair shifting between different behavioural strategies ([@bib30]), and it is possible that selectively silencing the units that prefer responding for a given modality or rule would impair performance when the animal is required to use that information, or artificial enhancement of those units would cause them to use the rule when it is the inappropriate strategy.

NAc activity provides a rich task representation beyond reward alone {#s3-2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Beyond coding of cue identity, we found several other notable features of NAc activity. First, a substantial number of cue-modulated units was differentially active depending on location, consistent with previous reports ([@bib59]; [@bib70]; [@bib93]; [@bib101]). However, it is notable that in our task, location is explicitly uninformative about reward, yet coding of this uninformative variable persists. This is unlike previous work of location coding in the dorsolateral striatum, which was present when location was predictive of reward, and absent when it was uninformative ([@bib83]). Persistent coding of location in the NAc is likely attributable to inputs from the hippocampus ([@bib58]; [@bib91]; [@bib96]; [@bib99]); speculatively, this coding may map onto a bias in credit assignment, such that motivationally relevant events are likely to be associated with the locations where they occur.

A second striking feature of NAc activity evident from this task is that NAc units were not only active at salient events such as cue presentation, nosepoking, and feedback about the outcome, but distributed their activity throughout a trial ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This observation is consistent with previous work reporting that NAc units can signal progress through a sequence of cues and/or actions ([@bib4]; [@bib8]; [@bib55]; [@bib57]; [@bib69]; [@bib90]) and reminiscent of similar observations in the ventral pallidum ([@bib98]) to which the NAc projects. Extending this previous work, we show that the specific pattern of NAc units throughout a trial can be modified by task variables such as cue identity. This richer view of NAc activity recalls a dynamical systems perspective, in which different task conditions correspond to different trajectories in a neural state space (e.g. [@bib12]; [@bib89]). In any case, this view of NAc activity provides a substantially richer picture than that expected from encoding of reward-related variables alone.

Functional relevance of cue identity coding {#s3-3}
-------------------------------------------

One possible function of cue identity coding is to support contextual modulation of the motivational relevance of specific cues. A context can be understood as a particular mapping between specific cues and their outcomes: for instance, in context one cue A but not cue B is rewarded, whereas in context two cue B but not cue A is rewarded. Successfully implementing such contextual mappings requires representation of the cue identities. Indeed, [@bib92] recorded NAc responses during the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task, a common set-shifting task used in both the laboratory and clinic, and found units that preferred firing to stimuli when a certain rule, or rule category was currently active. Further support for a modulation of NAc responses by strategy comes from an fMRI study that examined blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) levels during a set-shifting task ([@bib28]). In this task, participants learned two sets of stimulus-outcome contingencies, a visual set and an auditory set. During testing they were presented with both simultaneously, and the stimulus dimension that was relevant was periodically shifted between the two. It was found that bilateral NAc activity reflected value representations for the currently relevant stimulus dimension, and not the irrelevant stimulus dimension. Given that BOLD activity is thought to reflect the processing of incoming and local information, and not spiking output ([@bib63]), it is possible that the relevance-gated value representations observed by [@bib28] are integrated with the relevant identity coding in the output of the NAc, as observed in the current study.

A different potential role for cue identity coding is in learning to associate rewards with reward-predictive features of the environment, a process referred to as *credit assignment* in the reinforcement learning literature ([@bib95]). Maladaptive decision making, as occurs in schizophrenia, addiction, Parkinson's disease and others can result from dysfunctional reward prediction errors (RPEs) and value signals ([@bib32]; [@bib37]; [@bib65]). This view has been successful in explaining both positive and negative symptoms in schizophrenia, and deficits in learning from feedback in Parkinson's ([@bib32]; [@bib37]). However, the effects of RPE and value updating are contingent upon encoding of preceding action and cue features, the eligibility trace ([@bib60]; [@bib95]). Value updates can only be performed on these aspects of preceding experience that are encoded when the update occurs. Therefore, maladaptive learning and decision making can result from not only aberrant RPEs but also from altered cue feature encoding. For instance, on this task the environmental stimulus that signalled the availability of reward was conveyed by two distinct cues that were presented in four locations. Although in our current study, the location and identity of the cue did not require any adjustments in the animal's behaviour, we found coding of these features alongside the expected outcome of the cue that could be the outcome of credit assignment computations computed upstream ([@bib1]; [@bib3]; [@bib16]; [@bib74]). Identifying neural coding related to an aspect of credit assignment is important as inappropriate credit assignment could be a contributor to conditioned fear overgeneralization seen in disorders with pathological anxiety such as generalized anxiety disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, and obsessive-compulsive disorder ([@bib51]; [@bib52]; [@bib62]), and delusions observed in disorders such as schizophrenia, Alzheimer's and Parkinson's ([@bib21]; [@bib54]). Thus, our results provide a starting point for studies of the neural basis of credit assignment, and the extent and specific manner in which this process fails in syndromes such as schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and others.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Subjects {#s4-1}
--------

A sample size of 4 adult male Long-Evans rats (Charles River, Saint Constant, QC) from an a priori determined sample of 5 were used as subjects (one rat was excluded from the data set due to poor cell yield). Rats were individually housed with a 12/12 hr light-dark cycle, and tested during the light cycle. Rats were food restricted to 85--90% of their free feeding weight (weight at time of implantation was 440--470 g), and water restricted 4--6 hr before testing. All experimental procedures were approved by the University of Waterloo Animal Care Committee (protocol\# 11--06) and carried out in accordance with Canadian Council for Animal Care (CCAC) guidelines.

Overall timeline {#s4-2}
----------------

Each rat was first handled for seven days during which they were exposed to the experiment room, the sucrose solution used as a reinforcer, and the click of the sucrose dispenser valves. Rats were then trained on the behavioural task (described in the next section) until they reached performance criterion. At this point they underwent hyperdrive implantation targeted at the NAc. Rats were allowed to recover for a minimum of five days before being retrained on the task, and recording began once performance returned to pre-surgery levels. Upon completion of recording, animals were gliosed, euthanized and recording sites were histologically confirmed.

Behavioural task and training {#s4-3}
-----------------------------

The behavioural apparatus was an elevated, square-shaped track (100 × 100 cm, track width 10 cm) containing four possible reward locations at the end of track 'arms' ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Rats initiated a *trial* by triggering a photobeam located 24 cm from the start of each arm. Upon trial initiation, one of two possible light cues (L1, L2), or one of two possible sound cues (S1, S2), was presented that signalled the presence (*reward-available trial*, L1+, S1+) or absence (*reward-unavailable trial*, L2-, S2-) of a 12% sucrose water reward (0.1 mL) at the upcoming reward site. A trial was classified as an *approach trial* if the rat turned left at the decision point and made a nosepoke at the reward receptacle (40 cm from the decision point), while a trial was classified as a *skip trial* if the rat instead turned right at the decision point and triggered the photobeam to initiate the next trial. A trial was labelled *correct* if the rat approached (i.e. nosepoked) on reward-available trials, and skipped (i.e. did not nosepoke) on reward-unavailable trials. On reward-available trials there was a 1 s delay between a nosepoke and subsequent reward delivery. *Trial length* was determined by measuring the length of time from cue-onset until nosepoke (for approach trials), or from cue-onset until the start of the following trial (for skip trials). Trials could only be initiated through clockwise progression through the series of arms, and each entry into the subsequent arm on the track counted as a trial. Cues were present until 1 s after outcome receipt on approach trials, and until initiating the following trial on skip trials.

Each session consisted of both a *light block* and a *sound block* with 100 trials each. Within a block, one cue signalled reward was available on that trial (L1+ or S1+), while the other signalled reward was not available (L2- or S2-). Light block cues were a flashing white light, and a steady yellow light. Sound block cues were a 2 kHz sine wave (low) and a 8 kHz sine wave (high) whose amplitude was modulated from 0 to maximum by a 2 Hz sine wave. Outcome-cue associations were counterbalanced across rats, for example for some rats L1+ was the flashing white light, and for others L1+ was the steady yellow light. The order of cue presentation was pseudorandomized so that the same cue could not be presented more than twice in a row. Block order within each day was also pseudorandomized, such that the rat could not begin a session with the same block for more than two days in a row. Each session consisted of a 5 min pre-session period on a pedestal (a terracotta planter filled with towels), followed by the first block, then the second block, then a 5 min post-session period on the pedestal. For approximately the first week of training, rats were restricted to running in the clockwise direction by presenting a physical barrier to running counter-clockwise. Cues signalling the availability and unavailability of reward, as described above, were present from the start of training. Rats were trained for 200 trials per day (100 trials per block) until they discriminated between the reward-available and reward-unavailable cues for both light and sound blocks for three consecutive days, according to a chi-square test rejecting the null hypothesis of equal approaches for reward-available and reward-unavailable trials, at which point they underwent electrode implant surgery.

Surgery {#s4-4}
-------

Surgical procedures were as described previously ([@bib66]). Briefly, animals were administered analgesics and antibiotics, anesthetized with isoflurane, induced with 5% in medical grade oxygen and maintained at 2% throughout the surgery (\~ 0.8 L/min). Rats were then chronically implanted with a 'hyperdrive' consisting of 20 independently drivable tetrodes, with four designated as referencetetrodes, and the remaining 16 either all targeted to the right NAc (AP+ 1.4 mm and ML+ 1.6 mm relative to bregma; [@bib75]), or 12 in the right NAc and four targeted to the mPFC (AP +3.0 mm and ML +0.6 mm, relative to bregma; only data from NAc tetrodes was analysed). Following surgery, all animals were given at least five days to recover while receiving post-operative care, and tetrodes were lowered to the target (DV −6.0 mm) before being reintroduced to the behavioural task.

Data acquisition and preprocessing {#s4-5}
----------------------------------

After recovery, rats were placed back on the task for recording. NAc signals were acquired at 20 kHz with a RHA2132 v0810 preamplifier (Intan) and a KJE-1001/KJD-1000 data acquisition system (Amplipex). Signals were referenced against a tetrode placed in the corpus callosum above the NAc. Candidate spikes for sorting into putative single units were obtained by band-pass filtering the data between 600--9000 Hz, thresholding and aligning the peaks UltraMegaSort2k, ([@bib43]). Spike waveforms were then clustered with KlustaKwik using energy and the first derivative of energy as features, and manually sorted into units (MClust 3.5, A.D. Redish et al., <http://redishlab.neuroscience.umn.edu/MClust/MClust.html>). Isolated units containing a minimum of 200 spikes within a session were included for subsequent analysis. Units were classified as FSIs by an absence of interspike intervals (ISIs) \> 2 s, while MSNs had a combination of ISIs \> 2 s and phasic activity with shorter ISIs ([@bib6]; [@bib4]).

Data analysis {#s4-6}
-------------

### Behaviour {#s4-6-1}

To determine if rats distinguished behaviourally between the reward-available and reward-unavailable cues (*cue outcome*), we generated linear mixed effects models to investigate the relationships between cue type and the proportion of trials approached, with *cue outcome* (reward available or not) and *cue identity* (light or sound) as fixed effects, and the addition of an intercept for rat identity as a random effect. For each cue, the average proportion of trials approached for a session was used as the response variable. Contribution of cue outcome to behaviour was determined by comparing the full model to a model with cue outcome removed. To assess within-session learning we divided each block into two halves, and compared a model including a block half variable to a null model excluding this variable, to see if adding block half improved prediction of overall behavioural performance.

### Neural data {#s4-6-2}

Given that some of our analyses compare firing rates across time, particularly comparisons across blocks, we sought to exclude units with unstable firing rates that would generate spurious results reflecting a drift in firing rate over time unrelated to our task. We used a multipronged strategy to address this potential confound. As a first step, we ran a Mann-Whitney U test comparing the cue-modulated firing rates for the first and second half of trials within a block, and excluded 99 of 443 units from analysis that showed a significant change for either block, leaving 344 units for further analyses by our GLM. Furthermore, we included time (trial number) as a nuisance variable in our GLMs to control for firing rate variance accounted for by this confound (see below). To investigate the contribution of different cue features (*cue identity*, *cue location* and *cue outcome*) on the firing rates of NAc single units, we first determined whether firing rates for a unit were modulated by the onset of a cue by collapsing across all cues and comparing the firing rates for the 1 s preceding cue-onset with the 1 s following cue-onset. Single units were considered to be *cue-modulated* if a Wilcoxon signed-rank test comparing pre- and post-cue firing was significant at p \< .01. Cue-modulated units were then classified as either increasing or decreasing if the post-cue activity was higher or lower than the pre-cue activity, respectively.

To determine the relative contribution of different task parameters to firing rate variance (as in [Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}), a forward selection stepwise GLM using a Poisson distribution for the response variable was fit to each cue-modulated unit, using data from every trial in a session. Cue identity (light block, sound block), cue location (arm 1, arm 2, arm 3, arm 4), cue outcome (reward-available, reward-unavailable), behaviour (approach, skip), trial length, trial number, and trial history (reward availability on the previous two trials) were used as predictors, with firing rate as the response variable. The GLMs were fit using a 500 ms sliding window moving in 100 ms steps centered at 250 ms pre-cue (so no post-cue activity was included) to centered at 750 ms post-cue, such that 11 different GLMs were fit for each unit, tracking the temporal dynamics of the influence of task parameters on firing rate around the onset of the cue. Units were classified as being modulated by a given task parameter if addition of the parameter significantly improved model fit using deviance as the criterion (p \< .01), and the total proportion of cue-modulated units influenced by a task parameter was counted for each time bin. A comparison of the R-squared value between the final model and the final model minus the predictor of interest was used to determine the amount of firing rate variance explained by the addition of that predictor for a given unit. To control for the amount of units that would be affected by a predictor by chance, we shuffled the trial order of firing rates for a particular unit within a time bin, ran the GLM with the shuffled firing rates, counted the proportion of units encoding a predictor, and took the average of this value over 100 shuffles. We then calculated how many standard deviations the observed proportion was from the mean of the shuffled distribution. For this and all subsequent shuffle analyses, we used a z-score of greater than 1.96 or less than −1.96 as a marker of significance. To further control for whether outcome coding could be attributed to subsequent behavioural variability at the choice point, we ran our cue-onset GLM for approach trials only.

To get a sense of the predictive power of these cue feature representations we trained a classifier using firing rates from a pseudoensemble comprised of our 133 cue-modulated units ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We created a matrix of firing rates for each time epoch surrounding cue-onset where each row was an observation representing the firing rate for a trial, and each column was a variable representing the firing rate for a given unit. Trial labels (classes) were each condition for a cue feature (e.g. light and sound for cue identity), making sure to align trial labels across units. We then ran LDA on these matrices, using 10-fold cross validation to train the classifier on 90% of the trials and testing its predictions on the held out 10% of trials, and repeated this approach to get the classification accuracy for 100 iterations. To test if the classification accuracy was greater than chance, we shuffled the order of firing rates for each unit before we trained the classifier. We repeated this for 100 shuffled matrices for each time point, and calculated how many z-scores the mean classification rate of the observed data was from the mean of the shuffled distribution.

To determine the degree to which coding of cue identity, cue location, and cue outcome overlapped within units we correlated the recoded beta coefficients from the GLMs for the cue features ([Figure 4C,D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, we generated an array for each cue feature at each point in time, where for all cue-modulated units we coded a '1' if the cue feature was a significant predictor in the final model, and '0' if it was not. We then correlated an array of the coded 0 s and 1 s for one cue feature with a similar array for another cue feature, repeating this process for all post cue-onset sliding window combinations. The NAc was determined as coding a pair of cue features in a) separate populations of units if there was a significant negative correlation (r \< 0), b) an independently coded overlapping population of units if there was no significant correlation (r = 0), or c) a jointly coded overlapping population of units if there was a significant positive correlation (r \> 0). To summarize the correlation matrices generated from this analysis, we shuffled the unit ordering for each array 100 times, took the mean of the 36 correlations for a block comparison for each of the 100 shuffles for an analysis window, and used the mean and standard deviation of these shuffled correlation averages to compare to the mean of the comparison block for the actual data.

To better visualize responses to cues and enable subsequent population level analyses (as in [Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), spike trains were convolved with a Gaussian kernel ($\sigma$ = 100 ms), and peri-event time histograms (PETHs) were generated by taking the average of the convolved spike trains across all trials for a given task condition. To visualize NAc representations of task space within cue conditions, normalized spike trains for all units were ordered by the location of their maximum or minimum firing rate for a specified cue condition ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). To compare representations of task space across cue conditions for a cue feature, the ordering of units derived for one condition (e.g. light block) was then applied to the normalized spike trains for the other condition (e.g. sound block). To assess whether the task distributions were different across cue conditions, we split each cue condition into two halves, controlling for the effects of time by shuffling trial ordering before the split, and calculated the correlation of the temporally evolving smoothed firing rate across each of these halves, giving us six correlation values for each unit. We then concatenated these six values across all 443 units to give us an array of 2658 correlation coefficients. We then fit a linear mixed effects model, trying to predict these block comparison correlations with comparison type (e.g. 1st half of light block vs. 1st half of sound block) as a fixed-effect term, and unit number as a random-effect term. Comparison type is nominal, so dummy variables were created for the various levels of comparison type, and coefficients were generated for each condition, referenced against one of the within-block comparison types (e.g. 1st half of light block vs. 2nd half of light block). The NAc was considered to discriminate across cue conditions if across-block correlations were lower than within-block correlations. Additionally, we ran a model comparison between the above model and a null model with just unit number, to see if adding comparison type improved model fit.

To identify the responsivity of units to different cue features at the time of nosepoke into a reward receptacle, and subsequent reward delivery, the same cue-modulated units from the cue-onset analyses were analysed at the time of nosepoke and outcome receipt using identical analysis techniques for all approach trials ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). To compare whether coding of a given cue feature was accomplished by the same or distinct population of units across time epochs, we ran the recoded coefficient correlation that was used to assess the degree of overlap among cue features within a time epoch. All analyses were completed in MATLAB R2015a, and the code and pre-processed data files are available on our public GitHub repository ([@bib34]; copy archived at <https://github.com/elifesciences-publications/vStrCueCodingPaper>).

Histology {#s4-7}
---------

Upon completion of the experiment, recording channels were gliosed by passing 10 μA current for 10 s and waiting 5 days before euthanasia, except for rat R057 whose implant detached prematurely. Rats were anesthetized with 5% isoflurane, then asphyxiated with carbon dioxide. Transcardial perfusions were performed, and brains were fixed and removed. Brains were sectioned in 50 μm coronal sections and stained with thionin. Sections were visualized under light microscopy, tetrode placement was determined, and electrodes with recording locations in the NAc were analysed ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}).

![Histological verification of recording sites.\
Upon completion of experiments, brains were sectioned and tetrode placement was confirmed. (**A**) Example section from R060 showing a recording site in the NAc core just dorsal to the anterior commissure (arrow). (**B**) Schematic showing recording areas for all subjects.](elife-37275-fig8){#fig8}
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Decision letter

In the interests of transparency, eLife includes the editorial decision letter and accompanying author responses. A lightly edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the most substantive concerns; minor comments are not usually included.

Thank you for submitting your article \"Persistent coding of outcome-predictive cue features in the rat nucleus accumbens\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by three peer reviewers, including Geoffrey Schoenbaum as the Reviewing Editor, and the evaluation has been overseen by Michael Frank as the Senior Editor. The reviewers have opted to remain anonymous.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

Summary:

The article describes single unit activity in rat NAc during retrieval on a maze in which reward was available on 4 arms off a square of alleys, signaled by visual or auditory cues in different trial blocks. The main finding is that, contrary to popular ideas, the NAc neurons exhibited as much differential activity to the cues and locations as to the presence or absence of reward. Further the correlates related to cues were orthogonal to information about reward and also persisted into the reward period, providing a potential eligibility trace or substrate for credit assignment underlying learning. The paper adds to a growing number of studies showing that information in this area is much richer than simple theories suggest.

Essential revisions:

The reviews were overall positive, but two reviewers had significant trouble parsing the rich data presentation to see the key analysis. Thus the truly essential revision is to highlight the critical comparisons that show globally how the encoding of features is dissociable from the encoding of reward. Is this information truly separate in the population, merely orthogonal? Embedded in the reward coding? This can be done with the current single unit analysis, but an interesting adjunct might be to analyze the neurons as populations and remove variance related to the different variables. This or similar analyses would be a nice addition to allow a clear demonstration of what information is in the activity if the authors think it is possible. Alternatively simply clarifying the current approach, maybe at the reduction of some of the anecdotal description might do it.

In addition to this, there are some potential confounds raised that the authors should address. The problem with response direction is important and also drift with or across block and how this is handled should be made clearer.

Lastly the reviewers thought that the authors might consider more the implications of their data for accounts of this area as a key region for calculating economic value.

Reviewer \#1:

This paper reports on neural correlates in rat NAc during performance of a square maze task in which auditory or visual cues delivered in different blocks of trials signaled reward or non-reward down alleys at each corner of the square. The authors report that, by GLM analysis, significant numbers of NAc neurons were engaged by the cues, the locations in the arms, and the likelihood of reward. Moreover the representation of non-reward information was judged to be independent of or orthogonal to representation of information about reward. This result is generally contrary to the view that the NAc is a value-coding center, either in the tradition of Mogenson or in the more recent framework of computational or neuroeconomic models. This joins a growing number of studies suggesting associative coding in this area is more complex than generally assumed. Overall I liked the study. The task is interesting, and the analyses are diverse and fairly exhaustive, considering the data from many angles. Actually my main criticism is probably that this makes the main point difficult to maintain and keep track of. I felt like there was too much description of the various anecdotal results in the text and figures and not enough clear demonstration of the independence or orthogonal nature of the cue representations from value. I have a couple of suggestions for this, but I\'m sure the authors will also have ideas.

For me the main point to make clear is that the neural activity contains information about the cues, contexts, location etc. that is not driven by reward. Note this could be independent, orthogonal, or even integrated. Currently the authors show this now with their GLM analysis of individual unit firing and by comparing proportions of neurons doing different things and amount of overlap by Chi-Squared. I think this is fine, however I think it leads to some complexity and confusion. For example, they say \"NAc encodes features of reward-predicting cues separate from expected outcome\" referencing Figure 4A among others. While this neuron might show this, it might also (I think) be reflecting the conjunction of sound and reward. Which do they mean? Then just after this they say, \"overlap of coding of cue features within units was not different than expected by chance according to Chi-Squared tests, suggesting for integrated coding across various aspects of a cue\". It seems to me that this shows a lack of integrated coding if it is no more than chance? I was left a bit unsure about how independent representations were.

I wonder if the authors can be much more explicit with the Venn diagrams and comparisons about what is above chance for the unit analysis. Then I think it would be useful to apply an analysis across units -- using pseudoensembles -- to ask what information is present with and without value present. This would allow the authors to demonstrate clearly that the units, either individually or as a population, contain information about features that is orthogonal to the reward. A similar strategy could be used to show whether the feature information is also integrated or not I think.

Reviewer \#2:

This paper addresses the simple question of whether the firing of single neurons in nucleus accumbens is selective for the identity of a stimulus during cue presentation and the time between the decision and outcome. The answer is that they appear to encode location in the maze, sensory properties of stimuli and the prediction of reward or no reward. The task is a maze where rats circle around for food. There are four decision points where they have to decide to take a left for possible food or take a right and go on to the next decision point. At each decision-point a noise or light signals if reward is available for the left turn. Auditory and visual stimuli are used in different blocks. I have several issues with the paper.

\- I think the task is overly complicated to answer this question. There are too many confounds and it is not clear when animals hear/see stimuli. Auditory and visual stimuli are presented in different blocks, which leads to confounds related to context, current strategy (authors admit this one) and drift. There should have been a third block during which the modality of the cue was the same as the first block to show genuine cue selectivity. Over, it was not clear to me why auditory and visual stimuli were not used in the same block of trials. Such a task design would have been far more convincing.

\- Another confound that resulted from task design is that rewards are only provided for left turns. Right turns only led to the next decision point. Thus neurons that appear to be encoding left and right might be signaling no reward or the possibility of reward.

\- I did not find the plotted histograms overly informative. Many of them simply plot firing rates associated with the trial-types that the neurons were selected for. It would be more useful to show us those trials that the neurons were selective for but also break trials down in the other parameters. For example, for neurons that prefer light blocks over sound blocks (or vice versa), we should be shown those trial-types but also trials broken down by the decision the animal made and if reward was available. This strategy should be done for cells that are selective for block, reward, and arm, at the single neuron and population level.

\- I\'m not convinced that what we are seeing in single neuron and population histograms is not due to drift. Too much of the selectivity is observed before cue onset. This is a problem for all cell types but even a bigger problem for neurons selective for reward availability.

\- Along this same issue there should be figures that show how selectivity emerged in both trial blocks.

\- Overall figures are too small making it very difficult to see things. For example the differently colored rasters are impossible to see. They should be bigger. Also, the information carried in those rasters related to trial-types should be shown in the average line plots below as suggested above.

\- Percentage should be provided in the table. Also, some indication if counts are significantly more than chance should be added to the table.

\- The point of the results illustrated in Figure 7 and 11 is not clear. Scatter plots (where each dot is a neuron), that plot firing on light blocks versus sound blocks would better show if neurons are or are not encoding expected reward across modalities.

\- It is not always clear what trial types are being analyzed throughout the paper; correct trials only?

\- Liner models are used but is firing normal?

\- These neurons might be involved in credit assignment but I think the authors\' claims are too far reaching. There is no inactivation. There is no link between firing and behavior, and rats are already well trained on the task.

\- How long were cues on?

\- Early work by Schultz examining these issues should be mentioned.

\- These effects are not that novel, as the authors point out, because others have already shown odor selectivity. This is true even in reversal tasks where the different cues predict the same outcome. Direction and location has also been described by several labs.

\- Overall my reaction to the manuscript is that it would be better suited for a more specialized journal.

Reviewer \#3:

In this study, Gmaz and colleagues investigate the responses of single neurons in the rat NAc to reward-predicting cues. The critical finding is that the neurons encode the features of the cues (and do so until and even after the reward occurs). This finding suggests that the responses in NAc may serve as an eligibility trace for learning.

The key finding of the manuscript is that NAc carries cue-specific information. In neuroeconomic terms, it does not use a common currency system to encode values of offers. Instead its neurons link specific offers to their values. This linkage would appear to have implications for neuroeconomic theories of VS function, especially those that see it as a site of the common currency signal. I think the authors are missing an opportunity to highlight an important element of their finding above and beyond the ones they do highlight.

One of the key analyses in the paper concerns using a GLM to determine which units encode which variables and how those relate to each other. The conclusion is that the sets are separate but overlapping. While there is nothing wrong with this analysis, it should be straightforward to do a more sensitive one: correlate the unsigned (absolute value) coding coefficients. This throws away less information and is therefore able to address the question of whether the overlap is precisely what would expect by chance (no correlation), whether it is less than chance (negative correlation, and a bias towards separate populations), or greater than chance (positive correlation, and bias towards a single population).

10.7554/eLife.37275.025

Author response

> Essential revisions:
>
> The reviews were overall positive, but two reviewers had significant trouble parsing the rich data presentation to see the key analysis. Thus the truly essential revision is to highlight the critical comparisons that show globally how the encoding of features is dissociable from the encoding of reward. Is this information truly separate in the population, merely orthogonal? Embedded in the reward coding? This can be done with the current single unit analysis, but an interesting adjunct might be to analyze the neurons as populations and remove variance related to the different variables. This or similar analyses would be a nice addition to allow a clear demonstration of what information is in the activity if the authors think it is possible. Alternatively simply clarifying the current approach, maybe at the reduction of some of the anecdotal description might do it.

We are grateful for this observation, which prompted us to create this streamlined revision which we believe is much more clear. Most importantly, we have changed the conceptual schematic to include explicit definitions (coding in *separate* populations, *independent* populations, or in a *joint* population; Figure 1) and associated specific analysis criteria. These definitions are now used throughout the text, and the associated expected patterns of results are shown alongside the observed results to facilitate comparison (Figure 4C-D, Figure 7C-F). We have also reduced the number of figures in the main text to 8.

> In addition to this, there are some potential confounds raised that the authors should address. The problem with response direction is important and also drift with or across block and how this is handled should be made clearer.
>
> We apologize for not having made our strategy to address this sufficiently clear in the original manuscript. We use a three-pronged approach: *first*, units that show an obvious change in firing rate within a block (significant difference between the first and second half within a block) are excluded from further analysis. *Second*, all our main analyses are performed with stepwise generalized linear models (GLMs) that include time as a nuisance regressor, such that variability (linearly) attributable to time is regressed out. *Finally*, we perform an explicit comparison of variability within blocks versus across blocks, and show that the across-block variability is greater. Thus, any remaining differences between blocks are best explained by differences related to the cues present (light vs. sound). Please see our point-by-point reply below for our responses to other specific concerns.
>
> Reviewer \#1:
>
> This paper reports on neural correlates in rat NAc during performance of a square maze task in which auditory or visual cues delivered in different blocks of trials signaled reward or non-reward down alleys at each corner of the square. \[...\] Actually my main criticism is probably that this makes the main point difficult to maintain and keep track of. I felt like there was too much description of the various anecdotal results in the text and figures and not enough clear demonstration of the independence or orthogonal nature of the cue representations from value. I have a couple of suggestions for this, but I\'m sure the authors will also have ideas.
>
> For me the main point to make clear is that the neural activity contains information about the cues, contexts, location etc. that is not driven by reward. Note this could be independent, orthogonal, or even integrated. Currently the authors show this now with their GLM analysis of individual unit firing and by comparing proportions of neurons doing different things and amount of overlap by Chi-Squared. I think this is fine, however I think it leads to some complexity and confusion. For example, they say \"Nac encodes features of reward-predicting cues separate from expected outcome\" referencing Figure 4A among others. While this neuron might show this, it might also (I think) be reflecting the conjunction of sound and reward. Which do they mean? Then just after this they say \"overlap of coding of cue features within units was not different than expected by chance according to Chi-Squared tests, suggesting for integrated coding across various aspects of a cue\". It seems to me that this shows a lack of integrated coding if it is no more than chance? I was left a bit unsure about how independent representations were.

Thank you for highlighting that the analyses that most directly speak to the major focus of the study were not sufficiently clear. A similar point was raised by reviewer \#3. In response, we have made the following changes:

\- We have changed the conceptual schematic (Figure 1) to establish the key terminology to describe the scenarios tested. These are coding (for cue outcome and cue identity) in (a) separate populations or (b) overlapping populations, where (b) is further broken down into independent or joint coding. Importantly, these different terms are assigned explicit analysis criteria: coding in separate populations implies a negative correlation coefficient between regression coefficients, independent coding implies zero correlation, and joint coding implies a positive correlation. We define these terms and accompanying criteria in the Introduction and Figure 1 legend, and then consistently use them throughout the text.

\- Following a suggestion by reviewer \#3, we now test the different neural coding hypotheses by recoding beta coefficients for a cue feature (regressor) to a 1 if the cue feature was a significant predictor in the final model, and 0 if it was not, and calculated Pearson's *r* comparing an array of the coded 0s and 1s for cue-modulated units for one cue feature with a similar array for another cue feature. This analysis is described in detail in the Materials and methods (subsection "Neural data", second paragraph).

> I wonder if the authors can be much more explicit with the Venn diagrams and comparisons about what is above chance for the unit analysis. Then I think it would be useful to apply an analysis across units -- using pseudoensembles -- to ask what information is present with and without value present. This would allow the authors to demonstrate clearly that the units, either individually or as a population, contain information about features that is orthogonal to the reward. A similar strategy could be used to show whether the feature information is also integrated or not I think.

We have clarified in the text (subsection "Neural data") how we determine whether a given unit encodes a given variable (cue identity, outcome, location). In short, this is done through model comparison of different GLMs, with and without the feature of interest. We have also z-scored the observed proportion of units that code for a given variable relative to a shuffled distribution to quantify when our data deviated from chance. Subsequent analyses (correlations on GLM coefficients) and visualizations (correlation matrices) use the output of this important initial step. As above, a correlation (on GLM coefficients) of zero is consistent with independent coding, i.e. overlap expected by chance, and deviations from zero are consistent with separate populations (anticorrelated) or joint coding (positively correlated). Additionally, we have replaced the Venn diagrams with correlation matrices (Figure 4C-D and Figure 7C-F) that summarize the many numbers in a single Venn diagram into a single correlation measure, as well capture the temporal dynamics of cue feature coding throughout a trial.

Regarding the reviewer's comment on "what information is present with and without value present", we believe this is addressed naturally by our GLM approach, which asks how much additional variance in firing rate is explained by factors of interest after the effects of others are accounted for. Additionally, we implemented the suggestion to use a pseudoensemble-based analysis, training a classifier to predict various cue feature conditions, and have included alongside the single-unit analysis in Figure 4. These additions are now explained in the subsection "Data analysis: Neural data" in the Materials and methods section.

> Reviewer \#2:
>
> \[...\] I think the task is overly complicated to answer this question. There are too many confounds and it is not clear when animals hear/see stimuli. Auditory and visual stimuli are presented in different blocks, which leads to confounds related to context, current strategy (authors admit this one) and drift. There should have been a third block during which the modality of the cue was the same as the first block to show genuine cue selectivity. Over, it was not clear to me why auditory and visual stimuli were not used in the same block of trials. Such a task design would have been far more convincing.

We have attempted to clarify the location of cues in the task schematic. Also, while there may have been a perceptual delay between onset of the stimuli and perception by the rat, we believe that this does not affect our primary finding that coding for cue identity is present in the NAc.

As we explained in our reply to reviewer \#1's comments above, we address the possible confound of slow changes across the recording session creating an artificial cue identity signal in three complementary ways:

\- First, we exclude units from our GLM analysis that show substantial variability in cue-evoked firing rates between the first and second half of trials within a block, as measured by a Mann-Whitney U test.

\- Second, in the GLM, we include trial number as a nuisance variable to remove firing rate variance attributed to the passage of time.

\- Third, we compare tiling across the first and second half of a block for a cue condition as a control comparison against tilling across cue conditions.

We note that these approaches are in line with what is commonly done in other studies using blocks with different reward contingencies (e.g. Tryon et al. Hippocampus 2017; Mankin et al. Neuron 2015; Kraus et al. Neuron 2013).

We have expanded our discussion of the limitations of our task to include why we did not have data from sessions where both sets of cue were presented in the same block of trials (Discussion subsection "Identity coding", last paragraph). We piloted having the animals being presented with both sets of stimuli in the same block and having them switch between stimulus dimensions, but they would not learn to switch strategies within a reasonable timeframe, even after several switches.

> \- Another confound that resulted from task design is that rewards are only provided for left turns. Right turns only led to the next decision point. Thus neurons that appear to be encoding left and right might be signaling no reward or the possibility of reward.

The main objective of our study was to test to what extent NAc neurons encode cue identity. For completeness, we also sought to determine whether coding of cue identity overlapped with coding of other task variables (specifically, cue outcome and location). The reviewer is correct that left and right turns may correlate with cue outcome, which means that a neuron that we classified as encoding cue outcome may actually be encoding left vs. right turn. We controlled for this possibility by including left/right turn in the stepwise GLM procedure and only counting a neuron as encoding cue outcome if adding cue outcome improved the model. Thus, left/right selectivity cannot explain these results. We have clarified this in the Results (subsection "NAc encodes behaviorally relevant and irrelevant cue features", second paragraph).

Additionally, we ran our cue-onset GLM only on those trials where rats turned left, making their behavior similar for both reward-available and reward-unavailable trials. The GLM analysis revealed a similar pattern of results for outcome coding (20% vs. 26% of cue-modulated units for the original and approach only GLM, respectively; see the aforementioned paragraph), further suggesting that units were encoding expected outcome and not subsequent behavior.

> \- I did not find the plotted histograms overly informative. Many of them simply plot firing rates associated with the trial-types that the neurons were selected for. It would be more useful to show us those trials that the neurons were selective for but also break trials down in the other parameters. For example, for neurons that prefer light blocks over sound blocks (or vice versa), we should be shown those trial-types but also trials broken down by the decision the animal made and if reward was available. This strategy should be done for cells that are selective for block, reward, and arm, at the single neuron and population level.

Thank you for this suggestion. We felt that including all these plots in the original figure made it unwieldy, so we decided to include expanded plots for all cue features and trial types as supplements to the main example figures (Figures 3 and 6).

> \- I\'m not convinced that what we are seeing in single neuron and population histograms is not due to drift. Too much of the selectivity is observed before cue onset. This is a problem for all cell types but even a bigger problem for neurons selective for reward availability.

Thank you for this insightful comment. As we see it, there are two distinct issues here:

\- First, an important "sanity check" is to verify that before cue onset, there is no coding of cue features that have not yet been presented. Specifically, it should not be possible for the rat to predict cue outcome (rewarded or not) beyond the pseudorandom nature of the trial order.

To check this, we calculated the z-score for each cue feature proportion at each time point, comparing that value to the mean and variance of our shuffled samples, and added a marker indicating when this observed value deviated from the shuffled samples, measured by a z-score \> 1.96. This quantification revealed that while both cue identity and cue location were encoded by a proportion of units significantly higher than the shuffled distribution at this pre-cue time epoch, cue outcome was not, suggesting perhaps context coding (cue identity) in the NAc, but not for the outcome of the cue itself (Figure 4A and accompanying text, subsection "NAc encodes behaviorally relevant and irrelevant cue features", second paragraph).

Additionally, our task design was pseudorandom such that the same cue could not be present for more than two trials in a row, making our task somewhat predictable to the astute rat. As we did in the original submission, we include task history as a regressor in our stepwise GLM, such that firing rate variance due to previously presented cues is excluded. We explain this in the Materials and methods (subsection "Neural data").

\- The second issue is the question, is cue identity coded only following the cue, or more generally throughout a trial and block? Our analysis (Figure 7) suggests both occur; either way, our results show that vStr neurons encode much more than reward-related variables only. We have expanded our discussion of this issue in the identity coding section (Discussion, first paragraph).

> \- Along this same issue there should be figures that show how selectivity emerged in both trial blocks.

We agree that this is an interesting question. However, our study was designed to assess performance during a well-learned behavior, and as a result we did not observe learning within blocks. We have incorporated a statement in the behavioral results that points out the lack of differences in behavioral performance within a block (Results, subsection "Behaviour"). Thus, an examination of how selectivity emerges would require a different experimental design.

> \- Overall figures are too small making it very difficult to see things. For example the differently colored rasters are impossible to see. They should be bigger. Also, the information carried in those rasters related to trial-types should be shown in the average line plots below as suggested above.

We made the figures larger where we could, and have added the PETHs for all the cues presented in the expanded plots (see supplements for Figures 3 and 6).

> \- Percentage should be provided in the table. Also, some indication if counts are significantly more than chance should be added to the table.

We have added the percent of units (relative to the total of 133 cue-modulated units) influenced by a given predictor to Table 1.

Regarding chance levels for the reported cell counts, there are two analyses that use these counts, and each has a corresponding chance level determined by shuffles.

For characterizing the percentages (Table 1), we used a conservative criterion in the stepwise GLM to determine whether or not a predictor should be added to the model (improve deviance with a p \< 0.01 to be included). Indications of whether counts are significantly more than chance have been added to Figure 4A (subsection "NAc encodes behaviorally relevant and irrelevant cue features", second paragraph). As we explain in response to an earlier point, we determined whether or not the observed count for a cue feature at a given time point was significantly more than chance by comparing to the mean and standard deviation of a shuffled distribution, generated by shuffling the order of firing rates for a unit (subsection "Neural data").

In terms of counts of overlap among cue features, we have implemented a variant of a suggestion of reviewer \#3 where we created an array of 0s and 1s for all units of a cue feature, with 0 representing a unit where the cue feature wasn't a predictor in the model, and 1 representing a unit where the cue feature was a predictor in the model. We correlated this array of 0s and 1s across cue features to see if units with overlapping counts was different from chance, compared to a shuffled distribution (see the aforementioned subsection).

> \- The point of the results illustrated in Figure 7 and 11 is not clear. Scatter plots (where each dot is a neuron), that plot firing on light blocks versus sound blocks would better show if neurons are or are not encoding expected reward across modalities.

We apologize for not making this sufficiently clear in the original submission. The purpose of Figures 7 and 11 in the original submission (now Figure 5 and a supplement to Figure 7) is to illustrate that a) the NAc encodes all dimensions of task space and b) it does so in a way that covers the entire duration of a trial, not only time-locked to the reward-predictive cue. As such, we believe these figures provide a powerful visualization of our overall conclusion that NAc provides much richer signals than merely a reward-related response to a cue and reward itself. We have expanded the discussion of this point in the third paragraph of the subsection "Identity coding".

Additionally, we have added the requested scatterplot of light block firing vs. sound block firing as Figure 4---figure supplement 2.

> \- It is not always clear what trial types are being analyzed throughout the paper; correct trials only?

All available trials were used for the analyses, which were all trials in a session for the cue-onset analyses, and all approach trials in a session for the nosepoke analyses. The following four excerpts indicate the text where this information is present:

Results:

"Fitting GLMs to all trials within a session revealed that a variety of task parameters accounted for a significant portion of firing rate variance in NAc cue-modulated units (Figure 4A, Figure 4---figure supplement 1, Figure 4---figure supplement 2, Table 1)."

"To quantitatively test whether representations of cue features persisted post-approach until the outcome was revealed, we fit sliding window GLMs to the post-approach firing rates of cue-modulated units aligned to both the time of nosepoke into the reward receptacle, and after the outcome was revealed (Figure 6A, B, Figure 6---figure supplement 1A-D, Table 1)."

Methods:

"To determine the relative contribution of different task parameters to firing rate variance (as in Figure 4A, Figure 4---figure supplement 1), a forward selection stepwise GLM using a Poisson distribution for the response variable was fit to each cue-modulated unit, using data from every trial in a session."

> "To identify the responsivity of units to different cue features at the time of nosepoke into a reward receptacle, and subsequent reward delivery, the same cue-modulated units from the cue-onset analyses were analyzed at the time of nosepoke and outcome receipt using identical analysis techniques for all approach trials (Figures 5, 6)."
>
> \- Liner models are used but is firing normal?

Firing is not normal. We used generalized linear models, which have the added benefit over ordinary linear regression of allowing the selection of a non-normal distribution for the response variable. We used a Poisson distribution in our GLMs to model the spiking data, as the Poisson distribution only has positive integer values and using a Poisson distribution to model spiking rates is the current standard in the field (albeit we recognize its shortcomings; that is, the biologically unrealistic assumption of independence of ISIs and lack of refractory period; furthermore, may not be the best model for all neurons, see Maimon and Assad 2009).

Furthermore, we recognize the error in the data analysis section of the Materials and methods section where we said we used 'general linear models' where the response variable follows a normal distribution instead of the more flexible 'generalized linear models' which is what was actually used. This typo has been corrected.

> \- These neurons might be involved in credit assignment but I think the authors\' claims are too far reaching. There is no inactivation. There is no link between firing and behavior, and rats are already well trained on the task.

We agree, and merely wish to point out that representation of cue identity is a prerequisite for temporal credit assignment. Showing that the signal reported here is in fact used for credit assignment requires a line of research that performs perturbations at specific key learning moments, performs reinforcement learning model fits with strength of the signal as a regressor, and other experiments. Showing this signal exists we believe is a useful first step and contribution to the literature that will encourage future work directed at these important issues, as well as provide a counterpoint to the dominant narrative that NAc neurons code value. We have expanded the Discussion to further highlight this limitation:

"An overall limitation of the current study is that rats were never presented with both sets of cues simultaneously, and were not required to switch strategies between multiple sets of cues (this was attempted in behavioral pilots, however animals took several days of training to successfully switch strategies). \[...\] Thus, it is unknown to what extent the cue identity encoding we observed is behaviorally relevant, although extrapolating data from other work (Sleezer et al., 2016) suggests that cue identity coding would be modulated by relevance."

> \- How long were cues on?

We have made this explicit in the Materials and methods (subsection "Behavioral task and training", first paragraph). Specifically, cues were on from when the rat triggered a track photobeam until 1 second after outcome receipt on approach trials, and until initiating the following trial on skip trials.

> \- Early work by Schultz examining these issues should be mentioned.

Thank you for this suggestion; we have added the 1992, 2001, and 2003 Schultz papers to the reward coding references in the Introduction.

> \- These effects are not that novel, as the authors point out, because others have already shown odor selectivity. This is true even in reversal tasks where the different cues predict the same outcome. Direction and location has also been described by several labs.

We apologize for not having made a crucial difference with prior work sufficiently clear. A novel contribution of our paper is that we report distinct NAc coding for two sets of equally predictive cues. In contrast, the Setlow et al.. 2003 study reported that NAc units tracked the motivational significance (outcome) of their odor cues. Thus, following reversal of the cue-outcome relationship, NAc units switched their selectivity from the previously outcome-predictive cue for that outcome to the currently outcome-predictive cue. We have clarified this further in the following excerpt from the Discussion:

"Setlow et al., 2003 paired two distinct odor cues with appetitive and aversive odor cues respectively in a Go/NoGo task, such that cue identity and cue outcome were linked. \[...\] Our results suggest that the NAc dissociates cue identity representations at multiple levels of analysis (e.g. single-unit and population) even when the motivational significance of these stimuli is identical."

> \- Overall my reaction to the manuscript is that it would be better suited for a more specialized journal.
>
> Reviewer \#3:
>
> \[...\] The key finding of the manuscript is that NAc carries cue-specific information. In neuroeconomic terms, it does not use a common currency system to encode values of offers. Instead its neurons link specific offers to their values. This linkage would appear to have implications for neuroeconomic theories of VS function, especially those that see it as a site of the common currency signal. I think the authors are missing an opportunity to highlight an important element of their finding above and beyond the ones they do highlight.

We are grateful for the idea to expand the conceptual framework and the opportunity to reach a broader audience. We have added the following to the Introduction and Discussion sections, respectively:

"Similarly, in a neuroeconomic framework, NAc is thought to represent a domain-general subjective value signal for different offers (Peters and Büchel, 2009; Levy and Glimcher, 2012; Bartra et al., 2013; Sescousse et al., 2015); having a representation of the offer itself alongside this value signal would provide a potential neural substrate for updating offer value."

"Viewed within the neuroeconomic framework of decision making, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have found support for NAc representations of *offer value*, a domain-general common currency signal that enables comparison of different attributes such as reward identity, effort, and temporal proximity (Peters and Büchel, 2009; Levy and Glimcher, 2012; Bartra et al., 2013; Sescousse et al., 2015). Our study adds to a growing body of electrophysiological research that suggests the view of the NAc as a value center, while informative and capturing major aspects of NAc processing, neglects additional contributions of NAc to learning and decision making such as the offer (cue) identity signal reported here."

> One of the key analyses in the paper concerns using a GLM to determine which units encode which variables and how those relate to each other. The conclusion is that the sets are separate but overlapping. While there is nothing wrong with this analysis, it should be straightforward to do a more sensitive one: correlate the unsigned (absolute value) coding coefficients. This throws away less information and is therefore able to address the question of whether the overlap is precisely what would expect by chance (no correlation), whether it is less than chance (negative correlation, and a bias towards separate populations), or greater than chance (positive correlation, and bias towards a single population).

Thank you for this insightful and valuable suggestion, which has enabled us to make the manuscript much more clear and streamlined. As we explain in the schematic overview (Figure 1) this new analysis attaches specific correlation values to the hypothesized coding schemes (separate coding, independent coding, joint coding), which we reference throughout the text. As we explain in the Materials and methods and use in the Results, respectively:

"To determine the degree to which coding of cue identity, cue location, and cue outcome overlapped within units we correlated the recoded beta coefficients from the GLMs for the cue features (Figure 4C, D). \[...\] To summarize the correlation matrices generated from this analysis, we put the output of our 100 shuffled GLMs through the same pipeline, took the mean of the 36 correlations for a block comparison for each of the 100 shuffles for an analysis window, and used the mean and standard deviation of these shuffled correlation averages to compare to the mean of the comparison block for the actual data."
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